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The purpose of this thesis is to provide 3.n easier means
for Contact Lens I students to conceptualize corneal-lacrimal
lens-contact lens relationships.

Included are such principles

as apical touch, anical clearance, effects of astic:-;matism, eccentricity, diameter of the contact lens, lens

la~,

a11d the ef-

fects of peripheral and intermediate curves. These principles
are illustrated by means of transparencies for the overhead projector along with slides and handouts • .i\.n extensive literature
search was also conducted to provide information on tr_e best
methods of visual aid production and utilization.

..

II
Most teachers have had at least a limited exposure to the use
visual aids in th8

clas~room

I!
I
!
'

or

according to a study conducted by Laird

I
!I

( 1978). He attempted to evaluate the use of visual aids with respect

I

I!

to the type of material or message to be conveyed. For exa.rnple, h9
found that math teachers prefer the overhead projector as the most
effective visual aid presentation Method in

I

concepts.

demonstratin~

I

In order to design such a presentation which directs the learner to

I

the information he IllUSt acquire, Borden (1978) found that the com-

!

I

ponents of the delivery system must be recognized alons with the
processes by which the components interact in

deliverin~

the infor-

mation. Thus, one must te sure t>.at the processes facilitate rather
than block the tra..'15mission of +,he nHissaga. furthermore, cognitive
load must be considered with the visual aid desiv,ner's first

t~~k

to restrict the information presented per exposure t.o that which
must be acquired for fuqctioning in later learning interactions.
For maximum efficiency, the mode of presentation, identification,
recall, processing, and testing must be through the same medium.
Otherwise, additional time and further presentation must be allowed
for processing to another format.

For example, students generally

respond best when orally tasted on materials .so presented.

How~;ver,

if the teacher gives a written presentation as well and sufficient
ti.l'lle is allowed for adequate note taking by the students • they will,
respond equally in terms of oral and written testing. Any means by
which the student sains the opportunity to interact with the presentation and obtain feedback,

convertint~

from one modality of learn-

!

I
!

I
I

I
I

I!

I
I
I
j

I
~

I

I

Ir-
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ing to another succeesfully, will benefit

lon~

term memory.

Thus,

a presentation in which the learner visualizes, hears, illustrates
on paper, and makes a written 3ummary of a concept will be more effective than one in which he merely hears the concept

bein~

presented.

the value of multimedia and visual aids.

dence

Logically,

assumin~

that visual aids are of value to the instruc-

tor, the next question is to decide what type of visual aid will work
best in .a given learning situation.
validity of
of

th~

makin""~

,Jinn ( 1977) investigated the

media selection decisions based on the properties

different media and their ability to effect learning behavior.

Associated with this investigation is research concerned with the
structure of learning and content.

There seems to be a two way

process between perception and conceptualization such that the learna~•

concepts affect the way he perceives the learning environment

and likewise interaction with the learning environment alters the
way the learner organizes his concepts. Therefore, to evaluate a
particular l!i!arning environment one mu.st compare the learner's cognitive structures both before and after the instrtlction.

In choos-

ing the correct media for a presentation, an attempt must be made to
match environmental and content structure with

cognitiv~

structli!e•

To do this a learners' cognitive structure must be determined by (1)
identif.ying the concepts in memory, and (2) describing the relationship between one concept and the next.

Ideally, there should be no

;::aps or lack of needed associations in the learner 1 e cognitive structure..

The presentation's ;:;nvironrrJen+.'l.l

str-1Ct11r~

shonld deterP!ine

ta'e

the

on,",oin~'

3

or·cranization of the learner 1 s coF;nitive structure; other-

wise the learner will impose his own or?,anization on what he perceives
which may not be the instructors' intent. Logic arrl order to concept
placement includinc; the quantification o.f interconcept distances may

I;

be obtained quite efficiently through the use of correct media pre-

I
t

sentations.

I
i
i

A study was conducted on the effective use of visual materials

!

I

in lecture by KuetJ..,er (1971), specifically the correct use and production of the 2 by 2 inch slide.

~e

I
I

found one major difficulty in

I

the choice of visual aid material to be that the ourpose of present-

I

ing visual aid material in a journal differs from that of a lecture
presentation.

I

In a journal the function of the visual is to present

I

detailed material whica would be difficult to express verbally ( in

I

sentence structure) while in lecture presentation the purpose is te

I

emphasize, clarit,y, or demonstrate a trend or physical relationship.

I

Hence, the difficulty in presenting tables of information in a lecture

II

situation.

Unfortunately, such presentations often detract rather

I

!

than enhance the lecture. Each major point of the lecture should be
considered in advance and where necessary a visual should be designed
to enhance and illustrate it.

I

I
r

A rough sketch of the visual along

with a written verbal cue will greatly improve the lecture notes and
would be of value in student handouts as well.

Also, limiting the in-

formation per visual (or slide) with high density slides reserved for
S11.I'Tm1:tries improves comprehension.
In the proposed study, the use of color coded transparencies with
each component of information a different color should achieve the same

I

!
j

!

!I
~

I
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effect.

In order not to detract from the lBcture, the visual should

be highly visible a.rrl only shown when relevant.
of the :L"!lage

i~

The actual visibility

influenced by three factors (1) the size of the pro-

jected :Lrnase, (2) the lit;ht out;:mt of the projector and (J) the arri[jient
illumination in the room.
Another

mean~

of presentim; each component or concept individually

and then in summation involves the use of a multi-media presentation.

Burke 0.977) conducted a survey study on multimedia criticism and utilized
Perrins theory of nn1lti-ima,:::rery which states that "simulta..l"leous imapes
on a larc:e screen or adjacent screens create a patterns of information
comparison a..'1Cl. simultaneous visual montage; these visually rich clisplays
increase information density and facilitate certain types of

learnin~.

The types of learning most suited to multi-imagery are things such as
comparison~, contrasts, details, interrelationships, and steps in

a

process.lII Four areas to be evaluated in providing a multi-media program
include (l) content of the program, (2) the style and structure of the
program, (3) the potential value of the program for a specific audience
and

(4) onee 1 own experiental reactions to the program. Ideally, such a

multi-media program will communicate a message by which the consciousness
of the sender of the message is joined to that of the receiver.
attention or other forms of communication
external

~oise

during the

breakdry~

Loss of

occur either from

in the presentation environment or from internal noise

l~arners

encodin~

or deco:iin,:;.

The desi.c;n of the multi-media program often

deterrni:-~s

}'mv cJ.e•.r

3..W effective the :ness ave Hill l:;e. ?'lctors included -;re the r.umber of

1. Burke (1977) P• 59

FaP,e 5
image areas and their arranr:ement, imat;e size, appropriate length
and

pacin~.

For example, the primary concept should be illustrated

through the use of a lari!e imaze size with smaller images for supplementary concepts.

Pacing must be fast enou,,h to Maintain at ten-

tion but slow enough for adequate comprehension.
sufficient to explain the primary

messa~e.

Length should be

Technical quality of the

pror(ram ;nust be considered so that a sharp focus and_ proper lightinv, of the pictorial subject is maintained consister.tly. The aesthetic
quality of the

pro,:::ram should be evaluated in terms of the proper

placement of lines, colors, and shaoes -vri th the eye being directed
to the most important subject matter. The envirortment of the presentation is another concern involving:
1. adequate sightlines to the screen

2. images large enough for the most distant viewers to
discriminate detail yet small enough that the closest
viewers are not overwhelmed.

J. ambient lighting sufficiently low for image clarity yet
hi_gh enough for note reading and takinr:;.
A final concern in multi-media evaluation involves the difference.
between the real time of the presentation and the restructured time
in which the "frozen" slides and other presentations must flow, without appearing mechanical or jerky. Thus, the need for practice in presenting the

pro~ram

prior to the actual presentation (dry run).

}1a.in (1977) found that pictorial supplements can chano:e the character of a verbal information

pre~entation

by dra,vin;-: attention to Par-

ticular point5 of interest and may even emphasize structural or functinal

relationships that were buried in the verbal content. Such supplements may also motivate the student to increase his study time ar.d
thereby Lmprove performance.

Like-wise,

~ai

(1975) concluded in his

investigation of teaching methods that the most effF.:ctive meth<Xl. perforrnance-wise was the field-trip discussion, the second most effective
was the demonstration-di5cussion, and the least effective was the leeture-discussion method.
Akerrr,an (19?1) evaluated.

th~

effectiveness of cooperative nrojects

in v.rhich one studBr.t 8-.i!d one orofessor -v10rked to::;ether to develon nedj_a
nroJuctions which were used to enhance classroom instruction. Tre students 1 primary area of responsi.'Jility was in the design and production..
of visual materials to aid instructional procedures while the professors'
role was that of a subject matter expert. The professor made contri•

bution to design, evaluation, and production and emptasized the content
areas desired.

Ten profitabJ..e outcomes of such a partnership are listed

in Appen:iix 1 to include (1) an increased level of knowlerl<;e in course
content acquired by the student (2) the acquisition of higher self confidence by the student ( 3) improved professor-student rapport

a.11Cl ( 4)

a

greater utilization of media by the professor in the classroom with increased proficiency; all desirable outcomes of this study.

Fa~e

7

it variety of techniques and methods have been developed in the rt.r~'>a

of visual aid oroouction. Sloan and ~,peakrnan (19?2) utilized eye pho-

toc;raphy as a teaching: aid to i'1crease the amount of clinicrt.l material
i

to which the student would l'e exposed.

~licle-taDe

I

nresentations were

I
Ii

r:repared. to auc·ment the eye photo-:rapty. ihe automatic playback unit,

I
I
I
I

projector, -3.0d a litrary of slide-tapes ·v:rere stored in a mobile unit

in the "F.ye .::epartme:.V' Hr,era the students could
G~rr

co"~veniently

~

use them.

( 1977) has :orovided a methoi by 'Nhich color slides can ·;e made

without a ca:"!era as

lx:~

as the Jriginal picture or dia1rram is expend-

I

I

a":Jle, a cond.i tion of rare occure:1ce L·1 most t:ra.duat.e level

teachin~·

situations. Keuther ( 1971) discusses rtethoe,s for producing

photo;,~raphic

slides. In .;;._idition to photo;ra!Jhic slides, information may be commun-

I
!

I

!
l

icated from the teacher to the student by way of overhead transparencies.

I

Chartpa.k (see Appendix II) has prcduced. a guide which indicates seven

I

fool-proof basic steps (p.

7-11) in their manufacture. One aspect of

effective overhead transparency utilization, color v.s. black and white
presentations, was investigated by Richards ~nd Macklin (19?1). They found

I
I

!

that when brief exposures were involved the recognition time for color

II

was about four times that of black and white. Thus, the need to minimize

I

i

cognitive load when using colored transparencies.

~~en

high loads of in-

formation must be processad the utilization of black and white transparencies is advisable. In this way the information is simply and easily

Il
;

•

I

!
I

I

separated and crm-lding phenomenon effects are avoided. However, when com-

!
I

plex ideas must be presented and
luminance

bein~

~equate

lurninance is provided, .;reater

required for color than black and white presentations,

I'

Ii
!

!

I

!
!
!

Il
!

I
~~
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"color coding does increase conspicuousness, separates information, and
facilitates underst~~ding.2
Hiner (1962) discusses various :rr.eans of applying color to transparer.cies. Included are techniques for the utilization of liquid colors
an:i color adYesive sheets.

:-te

also 1--rovides directions on applyino:

texture to transparencies by usin:r, adhesive sheets (see Appendix II).
The relative importance of minimizin'o; the number of sheets superi.mpos•::rl
in an overlay was illustrated with a disproportional loss in transmittance due to haze

~~

imperfect surface contact.

?urthermore, he

fonnd that color combinations that are easily confused by people havin;; deficient color vision should be avoided in the ma..rmfacture of
color-coded

tr~~sparencies.

;'his

is

es~Jecia~ly

true for situatio1.s

;.;here critical ) istinctions are color-coded. For example, reels and
~reens

of equal brightness and pastels should not be used with a

male audience. Luminance effects may be minimized by the use of single
layer colors with minimal overlap. Another study on the relative value
of color v.s. black and white slide-tape presentations was conducted
Cr~~t

(1976) in which memory was the dependent variable.

It was found at the

.05 level of significance that a greater incidence

by Farley and

of remin8scence occurred in the color than the black and white presentation condition. One interpretation of this finding was given that
nlon,o; term retention is a significant function of physiological arousal
during learnine:, with high arousal leadin?, to better attention tha..n low
If

arou~a1.

3

In the production of visual aids drawings must often be enlara:ed or
reduced in size. One rule should oe remembered: as a
2. :-ticha.rcis arrl Hacklin (1971) p. 436
at1.d. :Jrant (1976) P• 147

J. Fo:trley

dr~:win~

is

enlar~ed

Pave

the quality of the imaee is lost but discrimination is improved. Conversely, when a drawing is reduced the detail increases but discrimination decreases. The task is to find the point of optimum detail and
discrimination. Horrox (1978) listed several methods in order of decrea.sin•r resultant quality and cost as follows: photo::raphic, photocopying, opaque projector, squaring techniques, pantograph and rubber
band techniques.
"lhen physioloo;ical changes over time must be presenteri, or any
four dimensional system, it becomes extremely rlifficult to execute
since concrete or fixeci visual aids are by their nature two or three
dimensional. One means of overcomin£1: this dilemma is throu<-';h the use
of Folarmotion transparencies accordin't to Askenaz (1977). These
transparencies simulate motion when viewed through a rotary analyzer
on an overhead projector. Motion can also be simulated through the
use of a videograph presentation as discussed by Hawk (1978) in which·
a series of 35 mm slides were utilized according to cut, dissolve,
zoom, pan and tilt methods. These methods were found to be too expensh·e for the present enterprise as far as portraying events over time.
A roller-type mounting was attempted but proved to be unstable and
awkward. Chartpak's techinge approach was tried as well but transmittance
was advel"'!!ely affected. Reference was made to several types of mounting techniques as presented by Minor (1962) for both slides and transnarencies (see Appendix II). Schultz(l965) discusses several other
methcrls including

a.11

antiquidated r all technique in which transparencies

were taped toP"ether over adaptors which permitted sequential viewinJ,.

9
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Many

problems were encountered with this method includinrr the ten-

dency for the transparencies to stick together, refuse to slide
smoothly over each other, transparent materials were often badly
s~d~ed

and torn, and the sequence of presentation had unidirectional

lirnitations i.rnposed. Finally, a more effective and convenient
nethod of portraying events over time was found which involved
the uge of O'rerlappin;;: colored adhesive sheets (see transparency
no. 4). This method dii not create any mechanical difficulties
or adversely affect

tr~1smitt~1ce.

Alom:; with the nulti-meclia presentation a manual may be produced to aid the instructor in the utilization of visual aids. Such
a manual should be developed concurrently with the media proiuction
and the goals and objectives of the pro:;ram should be specified as
determined Pya study conducted by RosenberG (1979). A variety of
pre and post learning activities may be suggested to the instructor
as a means of oositive reinforcement to student learning.
HcNutty (1978) surveyed multimedia methods of productions in
terms of cost effectiveness. Several Hays to produced inexpensive
slides including a lift-off method, a stencil mimeograph·:rnethod,
~cratching

covered.

designs on reject slides, and using write-on slides were

Utilizin;' the bach.-:round inforrnat.ion obtained through the extensive
literature search as previously discussed, the following principles of
contact lens dynamics were illustrated throu<h the use of visual aids:
Type of Visual Aid

Lacrimal Lens
a. apical touch
b. apical clearance
c • ali2"m'tlent fit

Transparency no. 1
and slides no. 4
throu;:h no. 9

Asti ;matic effects
on the Lacriznal Lens

Tr"l..Tlsparency no. 2
and. slides no. 18
through 21

Reference
arard

I
~

Menicon

I

Eccentricity

.2ransparency no. 3

Bier and Loorther

Refractive error
effects and lens
movement

Transparency no. 4
and slides no. 13

l-'enicon

Changing the diameter
of the contact lens

Transparency no. 5
and slides no. 10

thr0U0:h

i
I
I

I

'

!'

I
I

17
Girard

t~..rour;h 12

t

Effects of intermediate Transparency no. 6
and peripheral curves

I

:::rirard

It is sincerely hoped that the information obtained in conducting
this thesis on the construction and utilization of visual aids will
benefit many members of the professioral staff of Pacific University
for years to come and this thesis will be placed in the library for
that purpose. A complete copy of the backgrourrl literature is filed
along with a copy of tr:e thesis· itself with

D~.

West

~t

the College

lI
!

I

I

of Optometry. Likr;t;ise, the visual aids themselves are to te placed

I

in his possession.

I

~

i

I
l

!

I

I~

I

!
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Appendix I

Ten profitable outcomes of
to Ackerman Cl97l) rat:;e 41 )

student-prof~ssor

co-op:3

ar~:

(.g,ccordinc

"l. The stuients are able to transfer· their newly acquiroo

me<ii:~.

s.kills to their own teachin~~ areas by virtue of havirc::: applied
them ir: the orofessor co-op situation.
2. The students acr::;_uir•e knowled::;e of additional course content
by workinp: closely with subject matter experts.

J•

The levels of the students' self-confidence are
result of workin~ closely with professors.

rais~i

as a

4. The professors .:J.evelop arrl/or expand their mm media skills
through the association with students who are learning current
and innovative media techniques.

5. The professors are motivated to seek the op1n1ons

~~ susgestions
of the students in their classes as a result of working with
the co-op students on a team basis.

6. The professors' rapport with their students is enhanced because
their estimates of students in general are raised through their
experience with the co-op students.
7. The professors utilize media in their classrooms more frequently
~nd with greater proficiency as a result of working in a professor
co-op project.
8. The format of the professor co-op project employs the use of
systematic approach to the design of instruction.

a

9. The professor co-op projects serve as public relations and recruitment vehicl~s for the media classes because the cooperatin~ professors recommend them as electives to non-education majors.
10. Collec:e administrators are supportive of the proo:ram by providin:;

funds for materials a..Yld supplies after havin~ observed the beneficial
ir:cpa.ct of ,:;imple media prcxi;.1ction on the quality of classroom instruction."

Appendix II

Seven fool-proof basic steps in

creatin~

transparencies

using Chart pak Visual l·:aterials Kits as taken from Chart pak 1 s
overhead transparency RUide:
l. ?.ou;-h out -.rour idea - ::ake a :lr::tvrinc; of Ue 'c:'l.Sic

idea, either free-hand or by tracL'1;:. Check for
correct positioning, centering, balance, visibility
and be sure ample room is left for lettForin·'•
~ m.aster- F:);- a £inal :'laster copy, retr'lce
the d:::·awin=" onto a sheet of tr'lci::;z paper. l3e sure
to 'lSe carbon-ba. sed su'-staJ1Cf-s for the tracin,c::- if a
Thermograplic ;pminar l:it. L> use.i.

2. Frenare

J. Process the trans,;)ar·"!r-.cy fil'11face up
c;raphic
rrust be
machine
sertini{

Thq m~ster is :iYlserted
in the cony ~achine ',.rit h one sheet of Thermofilm on top. ·::ohe roundaci corner of the filM
placed in the unper ric_;ht nosition. Freset tlte
settin;,r dial in the ranp-e of 1-4 orior to inthe film ar-d master.

4. Add shading films and color tints- A sheet of colored
film is placed over the transparency and a section is
scored sli~;htly lar~er than the necessary coverage.
Carefully cut through the film without cutting the
backing sheet. Smooth the film as you position but do
not rub with fingers, the adhesive property of the
film should seek its own level and air bubbles will
be avoided in this way. Excess filn!. is then trir!lJ.-ned
with a knife.

5· ,Apply Chartpak pressure sensitive tapes- effective in
aiding title positioning, indentification of labels, as
lin as which provide l definition :i:n a diagram outline,
and for the purpose of providine infor111ation (ex: a line
on a ;sraph).

6.

Transfer letterin~ and symbols are rubbed on- transfer
the letter to the film by lh:ht rubbin~ Hith a burnishing tool, ball point pen, or other hard objMt.

7. Qcrerlavs- Two Hylar hinfeS may be used to at tach overlay
trar.sparencies saniwich-style. Se sure that the overlays
q.re in proper re zistra tion wi tb t:·.e or~:in,~l r,,'."J.rls oarency.
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Several types of inks and liquii colors are discusser!. by
Einor(l962) pa;::re
11

&

!

I
I

to include:

1. Transnarent ·,-later Color Stamp ::oak leaflet forn.

"'r:r

trar~s;:;::trent

I
II

colors in

2. :;>elt ::'oint Fen Ink - 1-'arks 0n 'l:.':'f surf<.r'e"'. 'ri ~s in ::!. f"'lw seconls
on oorous '3urfaces; about
s'"conds OI"1 non-;:crot~s surfaces.
Available in about ten colors.

I
1

ink.

I
!'

4. Jra"tliE, Jnk - ':'ranshtc"'nt color i:~l<s that c=trl 1:>e applied to a
trans c;arA.'1t ant opaque surfaces.

I

J.

India Ink - A dense, black, opaque dravin-7 and

5. Direct c:·f-3et

~h.t,~

;,aper off.s"lt rlat

6.

'03

Ink- ;:;'or 1ra·,.;i:-:· :1.nd

letterin;~

letterin~

I•

Jirectly on

(rq~-;;ter:-::).

I

J~lastic Ink - Tra:1sparent and o~,aq:.1e ir1k desit~ned for use 0!'1
acetate or plastic :_mrfaces.

i
I

7. Transoarent >iater Colors - Ideal for applyin"': color to transparrmt
and opaque surfaces. Can be a.Jrlied with pen, brush, or airbrush ••• 11
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